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This allows you to make decisions and choose areas of the guidelines that can be tailored to your practice
needs. You could also educate staff on the seriousness of Medicare fraud and how they should report it.
Professional who work in an wellness attention environment are cognizant that there work burden can go be
really busy, it is of import that they do non allow this consequence their demand to maintain records. All
wellness records should be legible, as clinical records are shared the whole clip a patient is having attention or
intervention. Yes or No To be able to answer yes, consider whether your practice: has policies and procedures
accessible to staff ensures staff are confident handling all forms of electronic records and storing them
according to policies and procedures, and regularly reviews policies and procedures and gives staff the
opportunity to have input. Following these rules enhances the fact of how critical record maintaining is used to
protect the public assistance of the patient. This way the staff will be prepared to embrace changes to records
management processes. Clear steps and clearly defined standards give staff procedures to follow and leaves
little room for confusion which in turn, improves record keeping standards that will be beneficial to your
practice. It is also an advantage to regularly upgrade your software because new viruses are emerging all the
time. Information within this treatment may come from close household members or carers, if the patient is
non able to talk for themselves. Yes or No To be able to answer yes, consider whether your practice: ensures
staff know about the procedures and where to find them, and trains staff about the procedures and naming
protocols. This can put your practice in the best possible position to access your business records to make
informed decisions that will benefit the practice. Care plans can be developed by utilizing, the nursing
procedure. This abbreviation could do fatal effect if it suggests in a patient papers that the patient is non
required to hold NFR and it is non made clear that within records. These four methods of the nursing
procedure is a demand when developing a attention program this so enables multi-disciplinary squads to be
able to supply effectual attention when protecting the public assistance of patients Wright,  We will continue
to work closely with practice managers and health professionals to support good administrative record
keeping. Being able to find records easily increases the efficiency of the practice business. Health attention
records provide a batch of information about patients and it is critical it remains right. Ongoing continuous
improvement can make your administrative record keeping practices more effective for your practice needs.
Fast fact Regularly reviewing your processes Regularly reviewing your administrative record keeping
processes will improve records management within your practice. The appraisal and planning phase of the
nursing procedure provides an accurate method of which the attention program papers can steer professionals.
If you suspect fraud at your practice you can report it anonymously in the following ways: Call Australian
Government Services Fraud Tip-Off Line call charges apply. To improve electronic record keeping, remember
that if your practice staff are using the internet, your computer system may be exposed to viruses that could
destroy or corrupt your files and computers. This allows professionals to cognize what the patient requires and
go on the attention agreed to protect the patient from any injury. Simply making an audit raises consciousness
of the demand to better pattern. To improve electronic record keeping, consider the types of information you
keep electronically and the staff that need access to that information. Yes or No To be able to answer yes,
consider whether your practice staff: know and adhere to the laws, obligations and policies that apply to your
practice keep documentation of actions and decisions remain up-to-date with changes to laws, obligations and
policies, and have methods in place to make sure updates are incorporated into your policies and procedures.
Within a attention program relevant information is stored about the patient, this should enable all professionals
to develop a cognition of the patient and enable them to hold an empathic apprehension of the societal,
psychological and physical well-being of that person Barrett et al,  If you are unsure about your firewalls,
consider having a computer expert check your level of protection. Yes or No To be able to answer yes,
consider whether your policies are: written down and accessible to all staff descriptive about the
responsibilities that all staff have for managing recordsâ€”this might include, but is not limited to, Medicare
records inclusive of email and other electronic records, and descriptive of possible outcomes for incorrect
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claiming of Medicare services or Medicare fraud.


